Conversion from Ultra-speed to INSIGHT

Key Conversion Benefits
- Reduces radiation exposure up to 60%.
- Consistently sharp, high contrast images.
- Less blurring due to patient or x-ray arm movement.
- Costs only pennies more per film.
- 100% satisfaction guarantee.

Easy Conversion Process
- Eliminate light leaks in darkroom.
- Check safelighting:
  - Ensure GBX-2 compliance (ruby red filter) on safelights and daylight loaders.
  - Max. 15 W frosted bulb.
- kVp and mA settings on x-ray unit remain the same.
- Reduce time setting on x-ray unit by 50-60%.
- Film processing remains the same; for best results, use Carestream dental processing solutions.
- For more information, call Carestream Dental Support at 1-800-933-8031.

Film size equivalents: DF58 = IP21 / DF57 = IP22 / DF54 = IP01 / DF53 = IP02